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Guva, is a leading manufacturer of international specialized value and fluid control equipment. They
have the professional research institutes and manufacture plants in USA, Europe and Asia. The products
are used widely throughout demanding markets, including power generation, petrochemical, steal,
light industry, environmental protection and water.

F10/F11/F12/F13Series
GUVA control is proud to offer a high quality line of butterfly valves to meet the requirements of today’ s
market. The series of F10/F11/F12/F13 are longer service life, greater reliability, ease of parts replacement
and interchangeability of components. Because of the seat,s original design, the flow characteristics and
capabilities are better than those of general butterfly valves, which have a wide range of applications in all

lines.

Features
Valve disc and stem is connected by the precise spline. There is no
seamless when stem drives disc, which is avoid the leakage and
breakage easily produced when the pin or screw connections.
The water shape design of the disc make the GUVA butterfly valve
has a higher CV than the general butterfly valve. Hand-polished
valve disc sealing surface has a mirror smooth finish, which made
the GUVA Butterfly valve has lower torque.

The unique seat is nested in the tongue groove, and the
projecting ring in the center of seat is coordinate with
the intermediate groove of the body, which can prevent
the seat lateral movement when open or close the disc.
Thicker layer of rubber is easy to eliminate friction,
and it also has a longer life than the general design
resilient seat butterfly valve.

The seat features a molded O-ring which eliminates the use of flange
gaskets.

Seat provides two seals. The ledge between seat and
disc provides a rated pressure seal, and the shrink fit
between seat and stem provides the second seal.The ISO 5211 standard top disk can be connected with a variety of

actuators, and also has a better interchangeability with various
actuators of GUVA. The flow rate: Liquid:9m/s   Gas:52m/s
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DATA F10/F11 Series

H is the width size of flat-square design on the stem.
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F12/F13 Series

H is the width size of flat-square design on the stem.
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Torques(Unit: N-M)

Note: The data in the table is the torque value for the valve in the general media under the rated pressure. In the
mud and other working conditions, the torque need multiplied by 1.5 times. If necessary, please consult GUVA
manufacturers and dealers. Diameter DN 600 and above please contact the manufacturer.

CV Valves--Valve Sizing Coefficient

CV is a flux unit passed a valve or a flow hole at the room temperature and pressure drop 0.07bar (1psi).
The control angle is recommended between 25-70 degrees, and the better control angle is between 60-65
degrees.

Disc Position(degree)



Structure Size
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PD
air supply 5.5bar
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Applicable Temperature Of Seat And Medium List

ozone,oxide,strong
acid,Alcohol,steam

resist oil

water,salt,gas,mineral
acids,soda,ozone,Alcohol petrol,

organic acid
Aging resistant

mineral
acids,soda,ozone,synthetic
lubricating oil

organic acid
with the
characteristics of
EPDM & PTFE

organic acid Resist Strong
corrupt¡¢resist heat

Installation&Maintenance

The installation of butterfly valve and pipe lines

1  Before install the valve into the pipe, it should weld the flange to the
pipe firstly and cooled it to ambient temperature. Otherwise the heat
generated by welding will damage or affect the performance of the
valve seat.
2  Separating the two flanges for a certain distance, when the disc in a
small angle open position, the valve can be insert to the flanges.(If the
two flanges are not separated enough distance, it may damage the
seat.)
3  Do not use flange gaskets when the valve insert to the two flanges.
When the disc in a small angle open position, all bolts should be
installed and pre-tightened, but shouldn't be tightened.  (Because when
the valve completely closed, tighten all bolts will cause the rubber
gasket excessive compressed, and then result the torque opened too
much that will affect the normally open and may damage the valve
seat.
4  Open the butterfly valve completely to make sure the valve and
pipe have been centered and also can work normally. Then tighten the
bolts one by one follow the diagonal direction.

Maintenance and Repair

The many GUVA butterfly valve features minimize
wear and maintenance requirements. No routine
lubrication is required.

All components: stem, disc, seat, bushing, stem
seal, etc., are field replaceable, no adjustment is
needed, remove the valve from the line by placing
the disc near the closed position, spread the flanges,
support the valve, then remove the flange bolts.

Place the partially opened disc between
the flanges and install flange bolts.
Don't use flange gaskets.

Position the disc in the partially
open position, and place the flange
bolt, tightening it later

Open the disc to the full open position,
carefully to ensure proper alignment
and clearance of the disc O.D. with the
adjustment pipe I.D. and then tighten
the flange bolts.

mineral
acids,soda,ozone,synthetic
lubricating oil

water,salt,gas,inorganic
weak acid,alkalis,oil



ORDER CODE

Need more information, please contact with GUVA manufacturers and leaders.

All the instructions, technical information and
specifications in this article are only suitable for
general application. As for the special require-
ments material selection you need, please consult
GUVA manufacturer.

Guva International, IncGuva International, IncGuva International, IncGuva International, IncGuva International, Inc

GUVA have the right to modify the product
design and specification without informing the
customer.

Http://www.guvaflo.com
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